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after releasing a patch to limit the number of resolutions nfs: pu reports, i had to look a the problem of setting the wrong lod (level of detail) for textures on fast pcs. it was empirically proven, that on cpus running above 2 ghz all textures were set to the lowest detail what caused ugly graphics. on a x86 a program can use the read time-stamp counter ( rdtsc ) intruction to get the cpu clock rate. a quick search in ollydbg has found 10 places w porsche.exe, where it is used. by setting brakepoints counting invocations on procedures executing rdtsc ive pinpointed the one run at the start of every race. the patch simply changes the
return value of this procedure: hit the gas and tear up the roads in this legendary action-driving series. push your supercar to its limits and leave the competition in your rearview or shake off a full-scale police pursuit its all just a key-turn away. reignite the pursuit in need for speed hot pursuit remastered, hustle by day and risk it all by night in need for speed heat, or put the pedal down on another need for speed game. from the title of the game itself you can already have an idea of how this game works - simply, there are no more 2d games but here instead 3d game. there is racing instead of a lone warrior or what. we also see

the first need for speed with the option to choose the car. i guess that at that time of the release, nfs was a primitive game. in this, not so high quality, we saw the first option to choose a character, selecting from which race you want to participate. then we also saw nfs also has the options for changing the atmosphere of the game, creating a dangerous or peaceful atmosphere.
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the whole idea is that this is a really weird game that won't work on the modern system. also, it has no direct download link on steam; it's only available through the website. anyway, i would really appreciate it if some one could help
me with it. if you need any additional info, just ask. also, here's a very detailed, step by step (with screenshots) instruction on how to get the game to work on modern systems. it includes detailed instructions on extracting the game

from the installation disc, reading the crack files, reading the xeq3.ini file, installing direct x 9.0c, directx 6.0c, geforce 3m, downloading the nglide patch, installing all additional programs (as well as other programs that are necessary
for the game to run, including the anti-virus) and connecting it to the internet. need for speed: porsche unleashed gives the player the opportunity to race porsche cars (including 3 race cars) throughout a range of tracks located in

europe. there are two career modes, an evolution mode, where the player starts with porsche cars made in 1955, and ends with porsche cars made in 2000, and factory driver mode, where the player goes through a series of events
like slalom, stunts, and races, using porsche cars preselected for each event. the player can customize their cars drawing from an in-depth catalog of different porsche as well as aftermarket parts. unlike previous games in the series,

there are no pursuit modes. some factory driver events include police cars, but the police cars only attempt to impede the players car during certain sprint events. 5ec8ef588b
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